In the world of real estate, it’s all about location. In the world of motorhomes, it’s all about the power to reach locations. That’s why a diesel pusher is commonly viewed as the seasoned traveler’s ideal means of transportation. The Phaeton is the most reasonably priced diesel pusher available, costing thousands less than comparable models. But that’s not to say that we skimped on the details. After all, the Phaeton’s floor plans are some of the most innovative in its category. And a cushy leather captain’s chair ensures that when you reach your destination, you may not want to get up. The Tiffin Phaeton. Relocate on a daily basis.

A TOURIST ATTRACTION YOU CAN TAKE WITH YOU.
EVEN WITH THE BLINDS CLOSED, THE SCENERY IS STILL BREATHTAKING.

Why do we make these living areas so roomy? Because when you travel in a Phaeton, large groups are always close behind. In addition to seven-foot ceilings, the living area includes a generous kitchen galley with spacious countertops. We’ve also added a solid surface backsplash with a Tiffin logo inset, new carpet with texture or an option of a full living room ceramic tile floor, and solid hardwood cabinet doors with a new Medium Alderwood stain. Of course, some may never notice these details because they’ll be too busy watching the standard 32” LCD TV from the cloth DE sofa bed or the optional Flex Air® Hide-a-bed with 60 x 80 air mattress.
WHERE ALL THE BIG DECISIONS ARE MADE. LIKE DRIVE-THRU OR DINE IN.

Be careful. Plenty of folks have been corrupted by less power than this. Throw in the fact that you’re sitting atop one of the most solid chassis available and, well, let’s just say restraint has instantly become more of a challenge. The driver and passenger will both appreciate the comfort and stability of an Ultra Leather Flexsteel® seat. And the bells and whistles? How about options like side shades, power sun visors, and a navigational system to go along with the standard 32” LCD TV set. If you’re feeling high-tech, try out the optional side cameras, Sirius® satellite-ready radio, and optional automatic or tracking satellite dish.
Isn’t maximum relaxation the goal of every vacation? In the Phaeton bedroom, getting a few winks has never been easier. From the optional king or queen Select Comfort mattress to the built-in overhead storage cabinets or chest of drawers with built-in laundry hamper, it’s easy to see why Phaeton owners rest easy at night. Other standard features include a new headboard that matches the window valances and wall sconces. An optional washer and dryer is available as well.
CINNABAR INTERIOR
CHERRY BARK CABINETS
When you manufacture all of your fiberglass parts in-house, it’s not hard to make a bathroom that feels like the one at home. This approach ensures a high level of quality control and a finished product that’s both elegant and comfortable. The bathroom offers a new vanity solid surface backsplash and new decorator tub and shower. There’s also a standard elegant bathroom door. The Phaeton’s exterior features new graphics, full body paint, innovative floor plans, multiple slides, optional aluminum wheels and optional Automatic Entry Door Awning.